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Genetics

The Genetics of Lab Color
By Dennis Guldan

Black, white, yellow, chocolate, 
red and grey, they are all colors 
Labrador Retrievers come in. And 
I understand there are people 
working on even more colors. How 
about cammo green, or open water 
blue? Though there are three basic 
colors of labs: Black, Yellow 
and Chocolate there are many 
variations of those colors. The 
reds and whites are an extreme 
of a yellow lab. The grays are 
an extreme of chocolates. 

Through e-mail I get ques-
tions about labs and colors sev-
eral times a year. So I thought 
we would visit the issue of 
color to go along with the nice 
lab cover shot. What is the best 
color for a lab? It depends upon 
what the dog is to be used for. 
In shows and field trials the 
answer is black. For upland 
geese hunting in old cornfields 
the answer is yellow. Late 
season snow goose hunting a 
white would be the best. In a 
dark duck boat either chocolate 
or black. Want something that will 
turn heads, try a red or gray. 

Gene theory can be complicated. 
I will try make it understandable. 
Humans have 26 chromosomes 
made up of thousands of genes, 
dogs have 78 chromosomes. It is 
thought that on those 78 chromo-
somes are more than 100,000 genes 
that determine everything from coat 

color to where the nose is placed. 

In dogs there are eleven genes 
that determine color A,B,C,D,E, 
G,M,P,S,T. In Labs we believe there 
are two the B and E that determine 
color. Since we are in the infancy of 

gene research there could be many 
more. Basically the B gene is used 
to give the dog, black color. The E 
gene is used to determine if the color 
is expressed (dominant expressed 
or seen).

Genes have two states DOMI-
NANT represented by LARGE let-
ters and recessive represented by 
small letters. So B is dominant, and 
b would be recessive. Though every 
dog has two of each genes. Upon 

breeding each parent contributes 
one of each. So every Lab has two 
B’s (BB) and two E’s (EE). 

When a dominant and reces-
sive gene meet, the function of the 
dominant gene will have control. In 
Labs B represents a black dog and 
b represents a chocolate dog. Dogs 
have two of each gene but passes on 
one of the two. We get one gene or 
letter from each parent. So BB would 
be a B, black dog. Bb would also be a 
B black dog. Only when bb meet do 
we have the recessive quality with 
the gene or chocolate dog. With four 
combinations: BB, Bb, bB, bb, the 
dominant trait are seen three times 
more often than recessive. That is 
the reason for more black labs.

This example is a bit simpler 
than the gene color combinations 
in Labs. Lab color is based on two 
genes a B and E. The B gene con-
trols if a dog will be a BLACK or 
chocolate. The second gene is a E 
gene. The E gene controls if the B 
gene will be expressed or seen. A 
dog will be BLACK/CHOCOLATE 
or yellow. DOMINANT E is for 
BLACK/CHOCOLATE, recessive, 
e is for yellow.


